T-shirt bottom hemming machine

NR9803GALK-UTA
3 needle cylinder bed, top and bottom coverstitch
machine for hemming with left side fabric trimmer,
suction device, pneumatic thread trimmer and presser
foot lift

※Application : T-shirt bottom hemming
machine

Features

Adjustable needle bar stroke(31 or 33 mm) for different
thickness of garments
DLC coated needle bar for oil leakage prevention, lasts in high
speed operation

High-end oil seals on bushings for oil leakage
prevention in high speed operation

Two types of presser foot for
sewing different garments are
included in the purchase
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Pneumatic thread trimmer is
equipped

Pneumatic presser
foot lifter is
equipped
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For thick fabric

Standard

The fabric knife made of super-hard steel lasts longer and secures clean cut of the fabric.
The machine comes with the complementary knife for thick material.

The air blower to fold the fabric to be cut, avoiding curl up, as well to help the excess fabric
to flow into the pipe.

NR9803GALK-CD-TL2-UTA (Triple Lock System)
Subclass model with stitch lock system with condensed stitch to prevent fraying stitches.
This machine includes all standard features of NR9803GALK-UTA.

Seam of NR9803GALK-UTA

Condensed stitch device
This special thread tension
set prevent the stitch
fraying at the end of the
seam

※ This device can be turned ON / OFF

Seam of NR9803GALK-CD-TL2-UTA

※ This device can be turned ON / OFF

Model Name

Application

Material

Needle

No. of
threads

Needle
gauge

NR9803GALK-UTA
/ NR9803GALKCD-TL2-UTA

Knit

light to
medium

UYx128GAS
10-14

5

7/32,
1/4
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Needle bar
Stitch length
stroke

33mm

Diff.Feed
ratio

6-16
0.3-2.9
stitch/inch

Presser foot
lift

Maximum
Speed

6

5500
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